
 

 

All participants wishing to attend should do so via Google Meet using the following information:
 

1. Call to Order and Public Input: 
 

2. Approval of May 2021 Meeting Minutes (5 minutes) 
      

3. Hockey Operations:  Mike Adamek 
a. Tryouts ~  
- Debrief 14/16’s Identifying ways to improve
1. It is phenomenal that we had 91 tryout
was great.  In future, we need an hour gap between sessions to exchange pinnies.  With this many 
kids, should we have more skates for the Travel/D1 teams.  The suggestion was to book 5 ice 
sessions in the beginning and have two skates for the Travel/D1.  
separate D1 tryout.  Mike suggested that this might also be a safer solution.  Matt, suggested that 
we can take this up again when preparing for next year’s 14U/16U tryout
2. Jack asked if we can make it so kids keep their pinnie numbers throughout the tryouts to 
minimize confusion among coaches.  Yvette will order more pinnies.  
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Meeting Minutes (5 minutes) Minutes were approved 

Hockey Operations:  Mike Adamek & Josh Angevine (60 minutes) 

Identifying ways to improve 
1. It is phenomenal that we had 91 tryout for 14U and 72 for 16U.  The flow with all these players 
was great.  In future, we need an hour gap between sessions to exchange pinnies.  With this many 
kids, should we have more skates for the Travel/D1 teams.  The suggestion was to book 5 ice 

in the beginning and have two skates for the Travel/D1.  George and Jack suggested a 
separate D1 tryout.  Mike suggested that this might also be a safer solution.  Matt, suggested that 
we can take this up again when preparing for next year’s 14U/16U tryouts.  
2. Jack asked if we can make it so kids keep their pinnie numbers throughout the tryouts to 
minimize confusion among coaches.  Yvette will order more pinnies.   
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3. We will create a survey to the families that participated in tryouts to determine why players did 
or did not choose our organization.  Get some feedback about the tryouts. 
4. We had 4 players who did not register for tryouts that were offered spots on teams.  Part of this 
is due to the constraints put upon us by UAHA not telling us until April as to when to schedule.  
Players may have already had vacations plans.  We should require all players to register if they are 
going to make a team.  We cannot require that they show up to tryout.  The ultimate decision is up 
to the coaches, but the players must register.   
5. Communications and the running of tryout went very smoothly. 
6. A few parents complained there was no goalie coach at the tryouts.  Mike will involve him in the 
10u/12u tryouts.   
7.  We had a strong full 16U Travel team.  A large number of players went to the Grizz Travel.  
There were some unhappy players/families from last year’s 16U travel team and there is some 
concern that this influenced players to leave this year to go to the Grizz.  Yvette suggested that we 
should review the end of year survey before tryouts for the following year.  Martha suggested that 
we have a mid-year survey.  The board suggested that we try to put together a 16U travel this year.  
Jack suggested that we book some ice for development skates for local kids that don’t have a team.  
Mike will work with Jack to book ice for this and get it going.  
8. Coach Tommy Anderson raised an issue with ranking the alternates.  We do not rank the players 
who made the team.  He suggested making the alternate list private.  The tryout administrator can 
then let the player/families know that they are an alternate.  The coaches could call the 3-4 
alternates when they call their players.  The board was in favor of this, but Matt said we could work 
it out and formalize before the next tryouts.   
9. There was a suggestion that we have players sign a contract that they will play for our 
organization if they make our top level team.  Other organizations do this.  This was discussed.  It is 
something we can discuss further before next year’s tryout.   
10. We made an effort this year to illuminate overlapping conflicts in tryouts.  One organization 
scheduled an extra skate that conflicted with ours.  We will write a letter to UAHA supporting 
player focused tryouts.   
- Update on 12/10s  
b. Practice Player Policy discussion ~ What is in place?  Is it working? 
- Should we allow kids that are on other teams (girls/boys) that can be practice players on our 

teams?  This was discussed.  What do we do when there are players missing from practices?  
Jack and Mike are going to discuss with the coaches what they want and get back to us.  Yvette 
emphasized that the policy must be transparent and defined so that it can be explained to 
parents.   

c. Mental health awareness ~ Proposal for sports psychologist 
- Mike, Natalie, Jack and Brandon will discuss offline the proposal and will contact a sports 

psychologist to try to get an arrangement with them.  Mike will set up a separate zoom call to 
brainstorm this.   

d. Summer ice ~ Update 



 

 

e. Planning for growth of our program ~ more players, more teams, more ice.  Should we be going 
back to 3 teams sharing a practice?  Results of the 14’s tryouts.  Should we have 4 x 14 teams?   

f. Introducing Jack Skille and his new role.  Mike introduced Jack as our new skills director and 
14UT2 coach.  He welcomed him to our program.  His title will be “director of player 
development”.  We are excited to have him join our program.  Mike sees that Jack will help our 
coaches individually and be able to give them more individual attention.   

g. Jack suggested setting up clinics during the season for PC kids to work on player development.  
These would be clinics in addition to Tuesday/Thursday practices.  Jack wants to work on 
educating the parents on the development process.  He also wants to work on educating the 
coaches on practice plans.  He suggested doing this with either individual meetings or group 
meetings.   

      
4. Player Development: George (10 minutes) two agenda items 
- There was a large turnout at Termite Camp.  This may be an opportunity for developing our program.  

George is going to put together a letter that Debbie will send out to her campers to introduce them to 
our program.  In the past, Mike has communicated with Deb about “learn to play” kids to bring them 
into our program.  The suggestion from George was to educate families about what the “next step” is 
for young and entry level players.  Yvette and Matt G developed a booklet on “how to develop a 
hockey player” with the intention of handing these out at player development events like “Try hockey 
for free.”  This information is also on the website.  George and Nikki will come up with a letter and will 
discuss with Mike, Matt, and Deb. 

- Player/family education:  George suggested that as an organization we should encourage players to 
keep skating through the spring in order to be competitive for tryouts.  Jack emphasized that players 
should also focus on off ice development whether that’s other sports or dryland activities.     

5. Year-end survey: Lisa Hoffman (10 minutes) a summary of the data and what actions (if any) need to 
be taken. 

6. Ice Management:  Melissa Gready (10 minutes)  
- Melissa is reaching out to the Maverick.  We should have the same ice next year.  She is going to try to 

get some ice at Steiner with hopefully a Monday or Wednesday spot at Steiner for next year. 
- Since our ice is closed this year until September, the usual round robins that we often have late August, 

we will suggest that teams move to November.   
- Melissa suggested that the difficulty with pushing our tryouts for 12u/10u until end of August, it is very 

tight for her to schedule ice for the season as we won’t know how many teams we will have at that 
level.  Matt suggested that we will have to project what teams we have.   

- Melissa is still trying to get ice for Steiner instead of Ogden for 12U/10U.  There is still an issue as to 
whether or not it is the right thing to do to cancel last minute.  It makes it hard to schedule ice at these 
organizations.  The decision was made to just keep the tryouts at Ogden this year as scheduled.  This 
way we can open registration this weekend.   

- High mountain shoot out:  The suggestion was made to have the tournament on multiple weekends 
with two different age groups.  A 10u/12u weekend and a 14u/16u weekend and only use the PC ice 
arena and not involve other rinks.  We reviewed this compared to having multiple rinks last year where 



 

 

each division was primarily centered at one rink.  This was discussed.  Mike had the idea that we book 
ice at other rinks and have the tournament on PC ice and our organization continues to practices 
through the weekends but on other ice.  The rink anticipates that learn to skate this year will be larger 
than other years and so this will take up more weekend time.  Matt is going to look into doing two 
weekends for the upcoming HMSO and see if it is possible.   

- The rink also requests that a PCIM representative is available at all times during the HMSO to address 
parent questions to relieve pressure on the rink staff.  We agreed we should have this.   

 
7. Finance & Accounting: Matt Prucka (10 minutes) 

a. Budget 21-22 
 

8. Communications: Martha Skinner  (10 minutes) 
 

9. Fundraising: Tony Martino (5 minutes) 
 

10. Uniforms/Equipment/Merchandise: Yvette Connely 
 

11. Other:  Next board meeting June, 2021? 6-8:30pm? 
 

12. Adjourn: 

 


